Effect of MR angiography on the diagnosis and treatment of patients with suspected renovascular disease.
Although the diagnostic accuracy of renal magnetic resonance (MR) angiography is established, its effect on referring physicians is unknown. The authors prospectively measured the effect of MR angiography results on referring physicians' diagnosis and treatment (plans) of patients with suspected renovascular disease. Referring physicians prospectively completed questionnaires before and after MR angiography was performed during evaluation of their patients with suspected renovascular disease. The questionnaires asked them to estimate the probability (0%-100%) of their most likely diagnosis before and after receiving the imaging information. They were also asked for their anticipated and final treatment plans. The authors calculated the mean gain in diagnostic percentage confidence and the proportion of patients with changed initial diagnoses or anticipated management. A paired t-test was used to assess significance of the gains in diagnostic percentage confidence. Physicians prospectively completed pre- and post-MR-angiography questionnaires for 30 patients. MR angiography improved mean diagnostic certainty by 35% (P < .0001). MR angiography changed physicians' initial diagnoses in 12 patients (40%). Anticipated treatment plans were changed in 20 patients (67%). Invasive procedures were avoided in eight patients (27%). MR angiography has a substantial effect on the diagnostic and therapeutic decision-making of physicians managing patients with suspected renovascular disease.